PROBE: analysis and visualization of protein block-level evolution.
Comparative studies of protein sequences are widely used in evolutionary and comparative genomics studies, but there is a lack of efficient tools to identify conserved regions ab initio within a protein multiple alignment. PROBE provides a fully automatic analysis of protein family conservation, to identify conserved regions, or 'blocks', that may correspond to structural/functional domains or motifs. Conserved blocks are identified at two different levels: (i) family level blocks indicate sites that are probably of central importance to the protein's structure or function, and (ii) sub-family level blocks highlight regions that may signify functional specialization, such as binding partners, etc. All conserved blocks are mapped onto a phylogenetic tree and can also be visualized in the context of the multiple sequence alignment. PROBE thus facilitates in-depth studies of sequence-structure-function-evolution relationships, and opens the way to block-level phylogenetic profiling. Freely available on the web at http://www.lbgi.fr/∼julie/probe/web.